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PURPOSE

The purpose of this report is to summarize information about TTT

projects collected during telephone interviews with directors of TTT

projects refunded for fiscal year 1970-71. The summarized information

is intended to be useful to various groups in describing, justifying,

and planning for the National TTT Program. The primary groups--or

"audiences"--to which this evaluation is directed are the Bureau of

Educational Personnel Development, TTT Branch (BEPD-TTT), and the United

States Office of Education, Department of Health, Education and Welfare

(USOE-HEW). The report should be useful to BEPD-TTT in describing the

goals, activities, and accomplishments of the National TTT Program to

USOE, HEW, Congress, and the current Administration. The report should

be useful to USOE-HEW primarily as a means for communicating the effec-

tiveness of the National TTT Program.

Other groups to whom the report should be useful include CONPASS,

project directors, cluster directors, advisory boards, and the Leader-

ship Training Institute (LTI-TTT). The report should allow CONPASS to

ascertain the involvement of liberal arts in the National TTT Program;

it should allow project directors to better view their project's role;

it should allow cluster directors to gain ideas that would be useful

for training and evaluation; it should allow advisory committees to gain

a deeper insight into the National TTT Program and provide them with a

better basis for constructively criticizing and making suggestions to

improve their projects; and finally it should allow LTI-TTT to better
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serve its primary function of training "on a long-term basis a cadre

of project directors who, in turn, will design and direct projects of

excellence in particular program areas both in terms of efficiency

and effectiveness

METHODOLOGY

The "structured telephone interview" was used to collect the

information summarized in this report. Originally, CIRCE's evaluation

personnel had planned to visit all or most of the TTT projects refunded

for fiscal year 1970-71 in order to observe operations, interview TTT

staff members and representatives of each of the parity groups, and

look through records and documents. But the LTI site visitations in

early winter and again in late spring forced a change in plans. The

CIRCE staff believed that a site visitation by CIRCE personnel would

have been too much of a burden on local project personnel; thus it

was decided to use structured telephone interviews as a substitute

means for compiling the "profile" of the National TTT Program.

By deciding to gather data by conducting telephone interviews with

project directors, as opposed to site visits of projects, the evaluators

no doubt sacrificed some fullness of description: descriptions and

judgments collected were limited to the project directors' viewpoints

and impressions. Nevertheless, these viewpoints are probably the most

1From position statement of Leadership Training Institute issued by
Russell Wood, Deputy Associate Commissioner, Bureau of Fducational
Personnel Development, USOE, January 31, 1969.
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informed single source of data regarding the activities and outcomes of

TTT projects.

To ensure that the information obtained from the project directors

would be complete, the evaluators specified descriptive criteria to

guide the information gathering process. Such a procedure does not

guarantee that everything that occurs in the project (or in whatever

setting is being observed) will be described, but it does ease the task

of determining whether specific phenomena of interest are occurring.

The evaluators attempted to maximize information obtained from the

telephone interview by "structuring" it, by asking questions which

called for specific, concrete, usually descriptive information from

project directors. The major task in developing the interview was

deciding what specific kinds of information should be collected.

The evaluators decided early that after collecting some biographi-

cal data on the project directors and some information about project

settings, it would be desirable to have project directors identify the

major "components" of their projects and then to select the component

they considered "most successful" to talk about in more detail.2

"Components" were defined as "those salient features or basic elements

around which a project is organized. These features may involve subject

matter, methods, or clients. They serve as a means of communicating

to others what a project is about." After answering detailed questions

about the project component they considered most successful, project

2In cases where project directors could not identify any one component
as "most successful," they usually selected a component that they
considered "most unique" relative.to other TTT project activities.
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directors were asked a few brief questions about the component they

considered least successful. The interview ended with a "final word"

from the director: he was given a chance to express any ideas

(criticisms, suggestions for improvement) or feelings he had about any

aspect of the National TTT Program. Appendix A contains a copy of the

interview schedule.

The rationale for having project directors identify, describe, and

to a certain extent evaluate the "most successful" and "least successful"

components of their projects was to make it possible for groups outside

particular projects (including other project directors) to note "what

TTT projects are doing best" and "what special problems projects of this

sort often encounter." The evaluators believed that information of this

sort would be more useful to the groups being served by the evaluation

than would less detailed information about more aspects (components) of

the projects. But perhaps more important, detailed comments about one

or two project components allowed the evaluators to collect rather

specific information about inputs, activities, and outcomes associated

with TTT project operations which, in turn, would provide a profile of

the National TTT Program. Of particular interest in this regard were

activities and outcomes (especially where they involved "institutional

change") in areas like decisionmaking, activities of advisory boards,

cooperative working arrangements inside and outside the university

environment, and curriculum. Given the constraints of time that the

evaluators' set for themselves - -the interviews were designed to take

approximately one hour to administer--this was the kind of information

they believed most valuable to collect.
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The information summarized in this report is presented in approxi-

mately the same order that it was collected during the interviews. As

can be seen in the Table of Contents, the areas covered (in order) are

Project Directors and Project Settings; Goals and Descriptions of Most

Successful Components; Inputs of Most Successful Components (human

resources, financial resources); Activities and Outcomes of Most Success-

ful Components (structure and activities of advisory committee, decision

making, cooperative working arrangements, curriculum, communication

patterns); Least Successful Components (problems encountered, ideas for

problem solution); and Genera.l. Assessment of Program.

A word should yet be said about the actual conduct of the telephone

interviews and the method of analysis of responses. The interviews,

each of which averaged 65 minutes, were conducted by three members of

the TTT evaluation team from CIRCE: Arden Grotelueschen, Margaret

Pjojian and Gary Storm. Only the directors of those 38 projects which

were refunded for fiscal year 1970-71 were included in the telephone

survey. All interviews (except one not completed) occurred during the

months of May and June 1970. In a few instances, a project director

was unavailable so his designated alternate, another member of the

project's administrative staff, was interviewed. Appendix B provides

a list of the interviewees with their institutional affiliation.

Immediately before each interview, the interviewer reacquainted

himself with the project's abstract and other relevant information in

the project file. At the beginning of the phone call, the respondent

was assured of the anonymity of his responses so that he would (hopefully)

feel free to express himself truthfully. The interviewer recorded
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responses manually during the interview. Immediately after the termina-

tion of the phone call, the interviewer edited the recorded responses

and made sure that all items with precoded responses were completed.

Finally, the interviewer sent a card to the interviewee thanking him

for his cooperation.

When all the interviews were finished, the responses to the items

in the interview schedule were summarized. Precoded responses to items

were tallied and percentages for each response type were computed.

Responses to open-ended items were "inductively classified" and were

also summarized in raw and percentage form.

RESULTS
Project Directors and Project Settings

It is important to describe briefly those persons interviewed to

provide the reader with perspective on the source of data for this report.

In addition, the description of project directors provides important

information about the National TTT Program, since project directors are

responsible for implementing the Program at the local level.

Although it is somewhat misleading to describe a group in terms of

an "average" member based upon an analysis of the "mean" characteristics

3The technique of inductive classification was used to post-code responses
to items for which the interviewee was not given specified alternatives.

Basically, this technique involves classifying responses to open-ended
items in terms of categories the coder constructs after reading each
individual's answer to a given item. A list with response categories
numbered and arranged in descending order of frequency is thus obtained,
and responses to each person are then coded with the number of the
appropriate category.

8
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of the group as a whole, the procedure is nonetheless helpful in convey-

ing a general sense of what the group is like. According to the results

of the telephone interview, a "typical" project director is male and

received a doctorate in education from a well-known pr4.vate institution

(e.g., Stanford, Teachers College) approximately 13 years ago. He

typically assumed leadership for obtaining TTT funds prior to the initial

funding of his project and became project director sometime during the

first half of 1969. In addition to being a project director, he is now

a tenured full or associate professor in education and has been for

three to five years. There is about a fifty-fifty chance that someone

co-directs the project with him, either formally or informally.

As was expected, project directors showed more variation on some

background dimensions than on others. One of the first conclusions that

the data suggest is that university people, and professional educators

in particular, seem to dominate positions of leadership in the TTT

Program. Eighty-six percent of the project directors interviewed

received degrees in disciplines affiliated with education; only five

directors (14%) received degrees in other academic areas: two in history,

two in English, and one in agricultural economics. Project directors

showed very little variation on "highest degree held." Eleven percent

of the directors had a master's degree as their highest degree and the

remaining 89 percent held a doctorate, either Ph.D. (43%) or Ed.D. (46%).

Other than the title of TTT Project Director, only four directors

held titles not associated with a college or university faculty position.

One of these directors was an assistant principal in a junior high school

9
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and the other three had positions in state education departments (Assis-

tant to State Superintendent, Director of Social Studies for the State,

and staff member on the State Commission on Education). All of the

remaining directors interviewed had university positions as assistant,

associate, or full professors; college deans (or assistant or associate

deans); or department chairmen. The vast majority of these university

people were affiliated with colleges of education.

Further evidence of the domination of university and college people

in positions of leadership in TTT is provided by the fact that 86 percent

of the projects were reported to be administered from a college or

university. Of these projects 57 percent were administered out of

colleges of education and 20 percent were administered from colleges of

liberal arts. Only five project directors (14%) indicated that their

projects were administered outside of a college or university. Two

were administered from state education departments, two from public

school systems, and one from a state agency other than the education

department.

As can readily be seen, the original intent of TTT planners to

bring liberal arts, and later, public school and community people into

positions of influence in TTT projects is not reflected in the background

data on project directors and the settings in which projects are housed.

Professional educators continue to dominate leadership in TTT. It is

not surprising that this "education bias" exists at the present time,

however, given the facts that (a) the TTT Program is quite new, (b) chan-

nels of communication between USOE and colleges of education that existed

19
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prior to the inception of TTT were used extensively in getting the

Program started, and (c) educators, more than any other group, were

aware of USOE concerns and priorities and were equipped to respond with

project proposals to new funds made available by the Office. Whether

or not this education bias will continue to exist, and whether or not

it has affected (or will affect) the achievement of goals concerning

parity in project planning and operation are questions that later data

will have to answer.

The interview results which show that approximately two-thirds of

the project directors assumed leadership prior to TTT funding seem to

indicate that program leadership was considerably stable in its initial

stages. Many of the directors who had not assumed leadership prior to

funding had been involved iii some aspect of planning and proposal

writing and thus were quite familiar with project programs before

assuming their directorships.

The fact that directors completed their degree work an average of

13 years ago could be taken as evidence that TTT leaders are experienced

and mature educators, familiar with university procedures and policies.

Whether this statistic indicates familiarity with school-university,

community-school, or community-school-university problems and working

relationships is another question. Not many project directors have

academic credits which indicate such familarity. Given the fact that

the TTT Program is focused on problems and relationships of the latter

sort as they bear on teacher training, it might be argued that having

more project directors from the ranks of school and community people,

,i
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or who have been formally trained (or have had extensive experience) in

educational sociology or community-school relations, would be preferable

to the present situation.

It is encouraging to note, however, that in all but a very few

cases TTT project directors are "working directors"--there are only a

few directors who might be considered "figureheads" only. This means,

among other things, that project directors represent real, active, and

effective forces in the TTT Program. As such, they must share a large

burden of the responsibility for the Program's success or failure.

Given the motivation to work toward TTT objectives and an ability to

bring appropriate groups together, project directors can help achieve

much for the Program; lacking such motivation and ability, they can deter

progress significantly. The key and active role of project directors in

TTT would seem to indicate that training sessions aimed to improve the

Program could well be designed around this group.

Goals and Descriptions of Most Successful Components

Due to the openness of the question in which project directors were

asked to list all major components of their projects,4 responses to the

question were varied and were expressed at different levels of generality.

For the most part, respondents identified the major components in terms

of the purposes of the components and the people the components were

"Components," it will be recalled, were defined as "those salient
features or basic elements around which a project is organized. These
features may involve subject matter, methods, or clients. They serve
as a means of communicating to others what a project is about."

12
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designed to serve. Although on the surface the components appear to be

rather traditional in focus and procedure (e.g., masters and doctoral

degree programs in teacher education, laboratory experience for teacher

training, new foundations course for prospective teachers), later more

precise descriptions of their goals and activities will show that many

of these components are quite innovative.

What does the evalution data tell us about those components identi-

fied by project directors as "most successful?" Generally, these compon-

ents are operational (as opposed to "planning" or "pilot") in nature,

have participants (students, learners) associated with them, and are

concerned with teacher training at the TT or TTT level that focuses on

the problems of educating the disadvantaged in elementary and secondary

schools. Almost all of these components will be continued next year

(FY 70-71) and will receive either approximately the same or greater

emphasis than they have this year. The purposes of these components

have seldom changed since their conception, and project directors are

generally very pleased with the progress made toward their achievement

to date.

A more detailed look at these dimensions of "most successful"

components shows that 59 percent of the components were "operational"

during FY 69-70, while 22 percent were in the "planning" and 16 percent

were in the "pilot" stage.5 Eighty-nine percent of the components had

participants associated with them; 8 percent did not. The vast majority

5Wherever percentages do not add up to 100 percent, it is because there
were one or more "no response" items.

3
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of participants involved were at the in-service/post graduate level or

higher. In descending order of frequency, participants were working

at the following educational levels: Doctoral, Masters, In-service/

post graduate, Postdoctoral, Preservice/undergraduate, High School and

Paraprofessional. As far as backgrounds of participants are concerned,

most participants were (again in.descending order of frequency) public

school teachers, public school supervisors, education faculty members,

liberal arts faculty members, and community people. About one-half of

the components had participants that were from different racial back-

grounds. Approximately an equal number of components had participants

that were primarily in their mid- to late-twenties as had participants

that were widely varied in age. As reflected in the "successful compon-

ents," these statistics seem to show that TTT is in fact concentrating

its efforts at educational reform on people who are concerned with

teacher training at the higher education level--as it originally

intended to do--and that it is succeeding fairly well at involving

racially mixed groups of people as project participants. Further

evidence in support of the first point is provided by project directors'

responses to the question, "What level of training benefits most from

this most successful component?" All but seven directors indicated that

the second (TT) or third (TTT) level of training benefited most directly

from the activities of these components.

In identifying the "target populations" at which their most success-

ful components were directed, project directors indicated that "inner

city" and "disadvantaged" youth were definitely the major focus of concern.

14
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Only eight directors (22 percent of those interviewed) did not identify

one of these two groups as the major target population of their most

successful components. Of these eight, seven identified "surburban

youth" or "ordinary classrooms" as the chief target population of these

components; and one identified "social studies teachers and school

administrators." Among the groups that directors included in the cate-

gory of "disadvantaged youth" were Indian youth, Negro youth, Spanish-

American youth, rural youth, and youth from multi-ethnic classrooms.

It would be difficult to find stronger evidence than these statistics

that TTT has been successful at focusing its program on the educational

problems of "disadvantaged" sectors of the population.

The only "most successful component" to be discontinued during

FY 70-71 is one that has encountered problems because "desegregation

orders have changed school conditions". Of the remaining 36 such compon-

ents, 15 will be given greater emphasis during FY 70-71 than they received

in FY 69-70, 15 will receive about the same emphasis, and 3 will receive

less emphasis. Among typical reasons for giving more emphasis to certain

successful components next year were "our structure is now established

and we can devote more time to the actual program," "we will be opera-

tional and more people will be involved," "we spread ourselves too thin

this last year," "we had to make a long-term commitment to our pilot

school," "our home institution has increased its support next year," and

"there has been a redistribution of emphasis within TTT Program." Only

one of the three project directors who indicated that their most success-

ful components would be de-emphasized next year did so because of a

jJ
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cutback in funds from USOE. The other two did so because the "project

is established and local institutions are taking over sponsorship of

the program" (Washington State Department of Public Instruction, Pilot

Project in counselor education) and "the project has been successful

so we will now emphasize another component" (Clark University, degree

programs in history, geography, and economics).

When project directors were asked to describe briefly "the single

major goal" of their most successful project components, many of them

(approximately 50%) replied with something like, "to improve T, TT, or

TTT curriculum instruction." As was true in project directors' respon-

ses to the first question of this section (pertaining to the description

of project components), this kind of a response is much too general to

indicate the innovative versus traditional quality of the goal. Some

of the other goals that project directors mentioned frequently were not

so abstract and could be assessed as fairly innovative in nature. In

descending order of frequency, the goals most often mentioned by project

directors were: (a) to improve T, TT, or TTT curriculum instruction,

(b) to promote relevancy in teaching . . . and to implement it, (c) to

promote understanding of problems of bilingual and bicultural children,

(d) to establish trainers in the schools, (e) to improve instruction at

the college level, and (f) to orient Ph.D. candidates to teacher train-

ing as well as research.6 Besides being fairly innovative, these goals

6 Other goals mentioned by project directors included: to help schools
provide their own in-service training; to change authority relations in
public schools; to free children to realize their potential; to foster
individualized classrooms; to better understand relations between learn-
ing, content, and teaching; to change accredited programs; to recruit TT
personnel for TTT work; and to train clinical supervisory personnel.

16
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seem to embody more than an average degree of concern for "social rele-

vancy" in teacher training programs.

Only five project directors indicated that the purposes or goals

of their most successful components had changed since they were con-

ceived. Four of these directors said the purposes of the components

were "somewhat different" now; the other stated that the purposes of

his most successful component were "greatly different" than they had

been originally. In discussing ways that the purposes of their most

successful components had changed, the five directors listed: "efforts

to include more community people," "review of the basis for selecting

participants," "addition of new content areas in curriculum associated

with the component," "change in target population: new focus on inner

city," and "creation of new 'field coordinators' to promote in-service

education."

Ten percent of the project directors interviewed believed that the

present purposes of their most successful components were "fully"

achieved, another 65 percent believed they were "substantially" achieved,

and another 12 percent said that they were "somewhat" achieved. This

indicates that project directors themselves--key figures in the opera-

tion and success of the TTT Program--are encouraged by, and optimistic

about, the rate of progress being made in a key aspect of TTT projects.

Inputs of Most Successful Components

In this section of the telephone interview, the evaluators were

concerned with collecting information on the "resources," human and

17
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financial, used in operating a project's most successful component.

Included in the category "human resources" were a project's central

administrative staff (the director and those people working immediately

around him), instructional staff, participants (students, learners),

and representatives from the various parity groups. In the area of

"financial resources," information was collected about USOE funding

(amount and timing of funds and adjustments required) and funding from

other sources (home institution, community, schools, state and other

agencies). Evaluators collected this information on human and financial

resources because they believed that the extent to which the stated

purpose of a project component is achieved depends greatly upon the

adequacy of these resources.

The same three questions were asked about each group comprising

the "human resources" of a project. One question concerned the adequacy

of the group in facilitating the desired purpose of the component;

another inquired about which talents in addition to those possessed by

the group would have enabled the project to achieve its stated purpose

more fully; and a third sought to determine what major factors prevented

the acquisition or full utilization of these desired talents. What

follows is a summary of the project directors' responses to these

questions, group by group, as well as occasional observations and

generalizations that the data seem to support.

Human Resources

The Central Administrative Staff (CAS). In general, project

directors rated the adequacy of the CAS in facilitating the desired

18
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purposes of the most successful components very highly. Eighty-six

percent of the directors rated the adequacy of the CAS as more than

"somewhat" adequate (43% were rated "very" adequate, and another 43%

were rated "quite" adequate); only 5 percent of the directors rated the

adequacy of the CAS as less than "somewhat" adequate. It is important

to note that these data represent a self-appraisal of project directors

because they are significant members of the CAS.

The "additional talents" listed most often as being needed to

improve the effectiveness of the CAS in more fully achieving the compon-

ent's purposes included curriculum methods specialists, more people

trained in evaluation, more people with knowledge of and skills in

working with schools and the community, psychologists-sociologists of

the disadvantaged, and more support staff. Other talents listed as in

demand were a person to be in daily contact with trainees, an identifi-

able minority educator, someone to attend meetings, editorial help,

more "outside people" to react to our process, an experienced teacher-

advisor, and a bilingual director. No single area of "needed talent"

stands out.

In identifying factors that have prevented the acquisition or full

utilization of these talents, project directors listed financies (men-

tioned twice as often as any other single factor), time and experience

to understand needs, rushed planning, insufficient cooperation by

university and school administration, and lack of professional personnel

in the area. Factors listed less frequently included insufficient

assistance from clusters, late funding, time devoted to increasing

1 9
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community participation, faculty resistance to management, and acade-

mician's reluctance to raise standards. Limited finances and related

funding problems seem to stand out as the major obstacles to the acqui-

sition or full utilization of people with desired talents.

The Instructional Staff. Thirty-two of the 37 project directors

interviewed (86%) indicated that an instructional staff was associated

with their most successful component. Project directors rated the

performance of this group of people very highly on the average, but not

quite as highly as they rated the performance of the CAS. All of the

directors who rated their instruction staffs indicated that they were

at least "somewhat adequate" in contributing to the achievement of the

desired purpose of the component (somewhat adequate - 10%, quite adequate

- 57%, very adequate - 33%).

Instructional staff talents that project directors identified as

being needed to more fully achieve purposes of their most successful

components included content area consultants, more manpower generally,

more experienced teachers of the target population (usually some disad-

vantaged group of youth), and people with a greater variety of back-

grounds and skills. Other, less frequently mentioned talents needed

were personnel who were more empirically oriented, people who have

taught doctoral level students, more permanent personnel (turnover rate

too high), more people specialized in a second language, a Chicano

coordinator, people willing to spend time with students, people knowledge-

able about group process, and a communicator. Although no single type

of instructional staff talent stands out as being in particularly

20
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critical demand in TTT projects, there appears to be a general need for

more people who are familiar with the needs and problems of disadvan-

taged groups served by TTT and who can communicate with these groups.

The most frequently mentioned obstacles to acquiring or fully

utilizing instructional staff talents of the kinds just identified were

time and financial limits and poor organizational planning. Project

directors generally believed that given more time to observe and evalu-

ate their instructional staff needs, they could overcome the few staff

problems they had. Other obstacles to improving the instructional

staffs' effectiveness included personnel changes, distance, program

changes, selection problems, not enough staff commitment, inability to

work with experienced teachers, cuts in funds for fellowships (cannot

get non-degree oriented people), and campus problems. As will be seen

as this report proceeds, "campus problems" were listed time and again

as interferring with project operations and effectiveness. This may

indicate that TTT staff members and/or participants were involved

fairly extensively in student-university problems in the spring of

1970--a situation that would not be surprising given the concern with

socio-educational relevant issues that often characterizes TTT projects

and personnel.

Participants (students, learners). As will be recalled, 89 percent

of the project directors interviewed indicated that there were partici-

pants associated with their most successful project component. It should

be noted that the reference to participants pertains only to people who

are formally enrolled in learning activities. It does not pertain to
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university faculty members and others who might be viewed as partici-

pants in the program, but whose role is different from that of persons

formally enrolled.

Asked whether project participants were of the caliber and back-

ground originally hoped for, most project directors (52%) replied, "for

the most part"; 35 percent replied "very much so"; 13 percent replied

"partially so"; and none replied "not at all". When compared with data

rating the adequacy of the central administrative and instructional

staffs, these data support the conclusion that project directors are

"less pleased" with the adequacy and performance of student participants

than they are with the adequacy and performance of the other two groups.

This does not mean, of course, that project directors are generally

dissatisfied with this group. The point to be made is that project

directors believe more effort must be devoted to improving the caliber

of student background and/or performance in the near future than to

improving the background and/or performance of the central administra-

tive or instructional staff.

In describing characteristics of student- participants that would

further facilitate achievement of the objectives of their projects' most

successful components, project directors frequently mentioned more

academically capable students, more minority people, students at a

different age level, students more familiar with the community, students

with a greater variety of abilities, and simply more participants. It

is interesting to observe that many project directors felt they needed

more minority group students to achieve the central purpose of this

9 2
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component, while others, who had large minority group representation

among students, were disappointed in level of skills, especially commu-

nication skills, and amount of motivation possessed by these students.

This clearly indicates that although many directors recognize the need

for minority group representation among participants, they have not yet

had enough experience with these groups to know what kind of performance

to expect from them or how to improve this level of performance. It is

likely that project directors do not detect these kinds of inadequacies

in themselves and their instructional staffs.

Other "desired characteristics" of student participants listed by

project directors--but less frequently--were teachers with more experi-

ence at political action, more school administrators, students with

more professional commitment, more participants speaking a second

language, people who can get through the program faster, more "inner

city " - oriented participants, students with more self-confidence, and

more people with definite educational concepts.

The factors most often mentioned as detracting from the acquisition

or full utilization of participants with desired background and perfor-

mance characteristics were insufficient time to recruit, finances,

difficulty in locating people, localized recruitment, institutional

selection procedures, late funding, and newness of the program. Again,

the evaluators get the impression that given more time (and money) to

devote to a more thorough recruitment procedure, the project directors

feel they could overcome many of the problems of participant backgrounds

and performance. With experience, project directors should greatly
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improve their ability to recruit and train participants of the kind they

desire for their programs.

Some of the less frequently mentioned factors detracting from the

acquisition and full utilization of students with characteristics desired

by project directors were the difficulty of getting student commitment

where the project is in the planning stage and again, personnel changes,

the lack of professional commitment by students, and campus problems.

Parity Groups. Project directors were asked to rank the actual

relative contribution of the major parity groups (community, education,

liberal arts, and schools) to achieving the purpose of their projects'

most successful component, and then to indicate what they had originally

intended this ranking to be. The directors ranked the actual contribu-

tion of people in "education" far ahead of the contribution of any other

group. In decreasing order of actual contribution were education,

schools, community and liberal arts, with the contributions of community

and liberal arts people being very similar in amount. Each parity group

was rated as making the "greatest" contribution at least once (education

- 14, schools - 5, community - 4, liberal arts - 1) and the "least"

contribution at least three times (education - 3, schools - 3, community

- 14, liberal arts - 13).7 These statistics show that no absolute

generalization can be made about the relative contributions of the major

parity groups in all TTT projects; it is only in looking at the TTT

7 Although more directors rated community as making the "least" contri-
bution than rated liberal arts as such, liberal arts received more
generally low ratings than did the community.
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Program as a whole that one could say that education people are contri-

buting more than the other parity groups. Even this generalization can

be made only about the contributions parity groups are making in those

project components identified by project directors as "most successful".

How did what the project directors perceived as the actual relative

contribution of the major parity group compare with what they perceived

as the intended relative contributions of these groups at the outset of

their project activity? Very similarly. (What the project directors

perceived as reality conformed closely with their expectations of reality.)

Taking the parity groups one at a time, the contribution of "education"

was perceived as slightly more than expected; "schools" almost exactly

as expected; "community" and "liberal arts," slightly less than expected.

In suggesting reasons for the discrepancy between actual and

expected contributions (where they existed), project directors most

frequently listed: the interest of some groups increased more than that

of others as the project became visibly successful; USOE encouraged

community participation; priorities shifted; intended groups did not come

through with funds and manpower; and estrangement between groups developed.

Less frequently mentioned reasons included: current events created

issues relevant to the needs of the group; groups had insufficient time

to give to the project, parity concept came after initiation of project;

TTT threatened intended group (e.g., traditional educationists); group

was too far removed from educational problems; lack of commitment; and

campus and school problems.
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When asked to identify the nature of the contributions made by

the parity group that contributed most to achieving the purposes of

their most successful components, project directors mentioned (in

descending order of frequency): provided mechanics of structuring

and carrying on the program (education), acted as a catalyst to

other groups (education, community), contributed ideas and personal

experiences (community, schools), contributed support and interest

(community), cooperated closely and provided mutual stimulation of

ideas (schools), placed student teachers (schools), staff (education,

liberal arts), selected participants (schools, community), and

encouraged experimentation (schools). These data seem to support

the generalization that the major forms of contribution made by

colleges of education were administrative and instructional. They

might also suggest that even though school, community, and liberal

arts groups contributed less than education groups in time and

energy, these three groups may have made a contribution in "quality"

(innovative ideas, encouragement of experimentation, demands for

social relevance, etc.) that exceeded that of education groups. The

data do seem to support the conclusion that as far as contribution

to the TTT Program as a whole (in terms of either quality or quan-

tity) project directors see the liberal arts group as least effec-

tive and least valuable. Whether this conclusion serves to justify

efforts to make 1970-71 "The Year of the Liberal Arts" for TTT is

left open to question. Several directors did indicate that they
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opposed crash efforts to emphasize the contributions of any particular

parity group during any one period of time.8

When asked whether they intended more of a contribution from the

groups that contributed least (i.e., usually r.ommunity and the liberal

arts groups), approximately two-thirds of the project directors said

"yes." In identifying factors which prevented further contributions

from the group which contributed least, directors most frequently

listed: poor perception of teacher education (liberal arts), lack of

interest, lack of time (liberal arts), inability to relate to social

issues (liberal arts), ignorance of schools and social conditions

(education, liberal arts), need to expand involvement slowly (commu-

nity), not originally included (community, schools), hesitant to get

involved with minority group program (liberal arts, education), struc-

tures for cooperation did not exist (schools, community, and liberal

arts), and people too closely identified with own disciplines (liberal

arts, education). Other factors cited were: pressure to publish,

promotional policy of the university, resistance to innovating contri-

bution of groups scheduled for later in the project, and campus

problems.

In discussing what they were doing to increase the participation

of the group that was contributing least to the achievement of their

successful components' objectives, project directors most often

mentioned: giving this group new responsibilities in the program,

8Remarke to this effect were made at the end of the interview when
project directors were asked to comment generally.
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hiring a full-time person to foster increased participation, and

increa9ing contacts with this group. Other measures mentioned

included: working through doctoral students, changing recruitment,

working through the University Coordinating Council, exposing the

group to school situations, bringing school administrators into the

program, and transferring the program to another department where

cooperation already exists. These measures seem to be sound ones

worth communicating to all directors in the TTT Program.

Financial Resources

The first concern the evaluators had in assessing the effects

of financial resources on the operation of successful project compon-

ents was the "level of funding": Were projects funded at the levels

requested in their original budgets? Were there cuts involved? If

there were cuts, how large were they? To what extent, and exactly

how, did the cuts affect the proposed activities of the components?

Thirty-six percent of the project directors interviewed

indicated that for the past fiscal year (1969-70) their projects had

been funded at least at the same level as requested in their original

budget proposals; 64 percent indicated that their projects had not

been funded at this level. Of the 23 project directors who indicated

that cuts had been made in the funds requested in their original

proposals, 88 percent rated the cuts as "severe," eight percent rated

the cuts as "moderate," and 4 percent rated the cuts as "small."

Even though 88 percent of the project directors whose projects had

received cuts rated them as severe, only 41 percent of this same
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group indicated that the cuts had affected the proposed activities of

the component "greatly." This may imply that some project directors

over-budgeted in their proposals, but most likely implies that compon-

ents other than the most successful component were affected.

When adjustments had to be made due to cuts in the expected level

of funding, they most often took the form of decreasing the number of

participants, rethinking the whole program (in one case the most

successful component was added to the program), eliminating other

components, decreasing the number of professional people on the staff,

and reducing course offerings. Other adjustments identified by project

directors included: loss of a residential program, inability to pay

undergraduates to participate in seminars, evaluation dropped, reduc-

tion in administrative help, elimination of coordination with satellite

projects, and pursuit of additional university funds. As can be seen

from these data, most of the adjustments forced by reductions in

anticipated funds were not of a basic, substantive nature. In general,

the proposed activities of components were those that actually were

pursued. The major adjustments were ones involving the number of

people involved in the program and thus in the size of the operation.

Another major factor affecting the activities of project compon-

ents was the "timing" of USOE funding. About half the project

directors interviewed said their funds were received "when expected";

the other half said that their funds were received "later than

expected." The major adjustments in component activities required by

delay in funding were delay and difficulty in staffing, difficulty in

9
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recruiting students, rushed planning, poor publicity, and difficulty

in arranging for facilities and assistance. Several directors suggested

that, in general, federal agencies are insensitive to problems at the

local level caused by delays in funding. This insensitivity has an

especially drastic effect on universities trying to plan and conduct

educational programs funded by the Federal government.

Project directors had considerable difficulty estimating the

precise percentage of their funds that came from sources outside of

the USOE (i.e., their home institution, school systems, state govern-

ment, other federal programs, etc.). In most cases, they could simply

identify sources of support and the nature (monetary, personnel,

physical facilities) of such support.

Twenty-one project directors made some attempt to estimate the

percent of their budget provided by their home institution. Of these

estimates, nine project directors indicated that the home institution

provided 10 percent or less of their budget; five indicated from 11 to

20 percent; four from 21 to 30 percent; and three from 31 to 40 percent.

Most directors were able to list particular types of support

furnished by their home institutions. In descending order of frequency

mentioned, these included: personnel salaries, supplies and materials,

services, employee benefits, facilities, communications, travel,

indirect costs, and support fo graduate students. No estimates of the

dollar value of these types of support were made.

When asked whether there were any sources of support for their

projects other than USOE and their home institutions, 57 percent of

the directors said "yes," 43 percent said "no." The major sources of
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this kind of support were public school systems. About 50 percent of

the directors interviewed indicated that they received some support

from the public schools. Typically this support took the form of

space, furniture, materials, teachers' and administrators' time, and

in a few cases, salaries for TTT staff.

Other sources of support identified by project directors were

state government, other federal programs, public T.V., 4-H Extension,

business and industry, and a professional teachers' association.

The reported degree of support provided by local resources and

its relation to institutional commitment to the TTT Program can be

viewed in different ways. One way is to see the financial contribu-

tions of local sources as insignificant and therein conclude that

the sponsoring institution lacks commitment to the TTT Program. The

other way is to view more optimistically the significance of the

reported support. The later observation is perhaps the more valid.

This conclusion is based on several factors. One is that it was

assumed that project budgets would reflect the contributions of the

local institutions. They generally did not. The reason for this

is that the first year's budget, which was designed prior to the

project becoming operational, would not reflect any commitments

made during the actual operation of the project. It is clear that

the operation of a project results in the interaction of groups and

frequently commitments are made after these interactions take place.

Secondly, many project directors did indicate the commitments of

people and institutions which are not reflected on a budgetary ledger.

People and institutions were committing time, facilities, etc. for
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which they were not being directly reimbursed. This is a significant

finding. Third, a line budget item of local contributions to a proj-

ect does not necessarily represent a behavioral commitment. Finally,

project directors did indicate a significant financial commitment of

many institutions (e.g., schools) was being made for the second year

of the project's operation. To summarize, it is the opinion of the

evaluators that commitments to the National TTT Program were being

made at the project level. These commitments were not visible at

first glance, but are apparent upon closer inspection of the data.

In closing this section on funding and other sources of support

for TTT projects, it should be noted that the most frequently mentioned

suggestion for improving the National TTT Program made by project

directors at the end of the telephone interview was "the adoption of

more stable, and hopefully continuous, funding procedures." The amount

of time and energy that is consumed in the writing of yearly proposals

to obtain funds to continue operation is extensive and represents the

greatest single obstacle to smooth project operation and effectiveness.

The time and energy spent in writing such proposals is time and energy

taken away from potentially creative and productive work. If there is

one thing this report should convey, it is this need for better fund-

ing procedures in the TTT Program. Multi-year funding should probably

be given highest priority in changes "pushed for" by National TTT

Program administrators.9

9 The suggestion for long-range planning and support of Federally spon-
sored Programs has been made by various persons and committees. See,

for example, the comments of James Gallagher, Educational Researcher,
Vol. XXI, June, 1970.
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Activities and Outcomes of Most Successful Components

In this section of the phone interview, the evaluators shifted

their attention from "inputs" which affected the activities and out-

comes of a project's most successful component to the activities and

outcomes themselves. The major activities and outcomes of interest

were those pertaining to a project component's (or a whole project's)

organizational structure, communication patterns, personnel, curricula,

and cooperative working arrangements with other units. Of special

interest were examples of "institutional change" in any of these dim-

ensions: situations in which the activities and outcomes of success-

ful components in TTT projects involved (or required) changes in the

"normal" college of education, university, public school, and/or

community procedures, relations or activities.

The first question asked project directors was whether any

programs with a purpose or focus similar to that of their most

successful component had existed at thier home institution prior to

the funding of their TTT projects. Approximately 20 percent of the

directors interviewed indicated that such programs did exist prior

to the funding of their projects; 80 percent indicated that the

purpose pursued by their component was "new" in their home institution.

These data provide strong evidence of the innovative character of at

least the "purposes" of the successful components in TTT projects.

When directors who indicated that programs with a similar purpose

existed at their institutions were asked to describe any differences
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between the purposes of the present TTT project component and a previ-

ous program, they listed: new inner-city focus, present program puts

theory into practice, action-project-field-oriented doctoral program,

more active involvement of schools, and parity involvement of other

groups. These differences seem very consistent with the overall goals

and philosophy of the TTT Program.

Besides differing in purposes, programs can differ in the means

used to achieve these purposes. Different types of organizational

structures, decision-making procedures, cooperative working arrange-

ments, and curricula can be used to achieve general goals that are

often similar in character, although differences in such means usually

affect the specific character of a program's purposes and outcomes,

and vice-versa. A large part of the rationale behind the TTT Program

has been that if you organize differently to solve even rather tradi-

tional problems in teacher education (e.g., include groups not normally

involved in planning and carrying out teacher education programs) the

results will be different and hopefully better. Let us now examine

some of the means used to achieve the purposes of successful components,

paying particular attention to innovative means and outcomes that might

be associated with them.

Structure and Activities of Advisory Committees

Eighty-six percent of the project directors interviewed indicated

that their projects had an advisory committee or some similar body.

The groups most often mentioned as being represented on advisory com-

mittees were community representatives, college of education faculty,

liberal arts faculty, public school representatives (mostly teachers),
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school administrators, university students, LAS administrators, school

principals, and student teachers. Other groups mentioned less fre-

quently included: representatives from state departments of education

and professional teachers' associations; a university chancellor; a

director of a Model Cities program; directors (two) of Head Start

Programs; foundation personnel; and representatives from the business

community, the P.T.A., and the League of Women Voters. It would be

difficult for the "actual" composition of TTT advisory committees

(considered collectively) to conform more precisely with the type of

composition identified as "ideal" by TTT program planners. Certain

individual projects had difficulty in recruiting representatives from

particular parity groups to serve on their advisory committees, but

considered on the whole, TTT projects were very successful in this

regard.

Approximately 95 percent of those directors who indicated that

their projects did have advisory committees stated that the composi-

tion of these committees was not what one would typically expect at

their home institutions. The major differences these directors listed

were more involvement of community, more involvement of school people,

"parity representation" generally, and more cooperation between educa-

tion and liberal arts faculties and administration. Other differences

mentioned were professionals cannot out-vote non-professionals, a lay

person chairs a policy-making board, involvement of students, exten-

sive LAS representation, and the very fact that an advisory committee

exists at all.
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By far the most frequently mentioned "primary function" of advi-

sory committees was that of establishing program policy. The next

most mentioned "primary functions" (in descending order of frequency)

were advising the director, ratifying policies suggested by the staff,

evaluation, support, and selection of participants and staff. Other

functions mentioned included: feeding information to participating

institutions, acting as a resource group for the community, advising

state superintendent of public instruction and/or state board of edu-

cation, identifying community perspective on teachers and the schools,

and using the agencies represented by committee members for implemen-

tation of changes.

Although active participation is implied in "establishing program

policy," judging from most of the other primary functions listed, advi-

sory committees seem to play a more reactive role in program activity.

They tend to be used as sounding boards for ideas initiated by project

staff members or as "administrative liaisons" between project staff

members and other groups (school, community) rather than as "idea

originating" committees actively involved in determining project

policy. To be sure, both active and reactive roles are important in

the conduct of any program. Evidence that advisory committees tend

to play a more reactive role is provided by data on how they affected

the activities of projects' most successful components. Although many

project directors stated that these committees were the "ultimate

policy-makers," probing often showed that their policy-making power

took the form of approving or vetoing policy suggestions made by staff

members. Among the most often mentioned ways that advisory committees
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affected the activities of successful project components were advi-

sing, approving policy, selecting and recruiting fellows, evaluating,

selecting schools for projects, making contacts with the community,

and helping implement policies of the project. All of these activi-

ties support the conclusion that advisory committees play an advisory-

implementative-facilitative role in TTT projects rather than as

active policy-initiating role.

Only about 13 percent of the project directors interviewed indi-

cated that a policy change was required in their home institution to

form advisory committees. In most cases, institutions were flexible

enough not to require any actual policy change for establishing

advisory committees. However, project directors were able to identify

institutional changes that had resulted from the establishment of

advisory committees. These included alternation of college admission

requirements, governance of academic matters by non-academics, and

increased input from the community and schools in university decision-

making. Generally speaking, it appears that in projects in which

institutional policy changes were required for the establishment of

advisory committees, a more active role of advisory members in program

planning resulted.

Decision-making

Shifting attention now to general decision-making patterns within

successful project components, approximately 90 percent of the project

directors interviewed said that the decision-making process of their

most successful component was shared by groups or individuals other
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Cooperative Working Arrangements

Another form of institutional change that the evaluators thought

might be important in connection with the activities of TTT projects

were changes in "cooperative working arrangements" between TTT staff

members and groups inside and outside the university. Because it was

felt that changes in these relationships might not have been discussed

(explicitly, at least) by project directors in talking about changes
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in the decision-making process, questions about them were included in

a separate section of the telephone interview.

Close to 70 percent of the project directors interviewed said

that there had been an increase in cooperative working relations among

their projects and other groups within the university, both inside and

outside the college of education. Increased working relationships

between project staff members and college of education personnel were

especially noteworthy. For example, one college of education adminis-

tration facilitated a college thrust around the TTT project, responsi-

bility for development of materials was shared by project and college

of education personnel, and the college of education provided offices

and personnel in the schools where their TTT project has a field

activity.

Many examples of new working relationships between college of

education personnel and liberal arts personnel were identified; the

most common type was an informal exchange of instructional staff

members between the two colleges, e.g., English, math, geography,

history, and other LAS staff visiting education classrooms for

lectures and discussions, and vice-versa. Other interesting changes

in working relationships between these two groups included: liberal

arts and education faculty and staff members serving together on

project coordinating committees; department of history task forces

including education faculty in restructuring basic courses; liberal

arts and education faculty going into the schools to hold seminars;

various libera' arts and social Work faculty members observing and
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evaluating teachers and student teachers; and cooperation between

education and liberal arts faculty in math and English on curriculum

development activities.

Among the university departments having personnel represented

part-time in TTT projects were English, sociology, physics, econom-

ics, geography and of course, education. Approximately one-third

of the directors interviewed indicated that new joint appointments

across traditional department or unit lines had resulted from the

influence of TTT in the university setting. New joint appointments

were reported to have been created between colleges of education

and departments of English, foreign languages, geography, earth

science, and economics, largely through the influence of TTT proj-

ect activity.

In summary, evidence of changes in cooperative working arrange-

ments within colleges of education and between the college of

education and various LAS department stemming from the influence of

TTT is large and impressive. This is no more impressive, however,

than the evidence available on increased cooperative working arrange-

ments among these groups and groups outside of the university

environment as a result of TTT activity.

Among the groups mentioned most often by project directors as

having increased cooperative working arrangements with colleges of

education and liberal arts as a result of TTT activity were people

from the public schools, informal community groups, community

leadership, the Model Cities Program, professional associations,

day-care centers, and state departments of education. (Public
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school personnel were most often mentioned.) Many other groups were

identified, however, and listing them gives some information about the

kind of involvement TTT projects have outside the university environ-

ment. These groups include: Career Opportunity Program, Urban

Affairs Center, Urban Observatory, State Human Rights Commission,

liberal arts associations within the states, detention centers, police

departments, neighborhood centers, Poor People's Federation, School

Readiness Program, city managers, Consortium on Inner-City Teaching,

Regional Coordinating Council, educational resources regional centers,

Neighborhood Youth Corps, Black Youth United, Head. Start, Board of

Cooperative Services, Title VII Projects, College of Arts and Sciences

Foundation, architects, Art Guild, drop-out organizations, community

action committees, computer industries, County Institute for Children

(delinquents), parochial schools, COPE Project, American Native Church,

Spanish American Center, PTA, labor organizations, Naticnal Council of

Teachers of English, Council Against Poverty, Lower Westside Community

Council, N.Y.C. Department of Cultural Affairs, Welfare Federation

(Manpower), and many others. The social relevancy of the TTT program

that was noted so strongly by TTT site visitors late in 1969 is under-

scored by this list of groups which work closely with TTT projects.

In describing the nature of the working relationships with groups

just mentioned (e.g., how these groups affected or were affected by

TTT project activity), project directors most often listed: consulting,

providing facilities, providing personnel to project, providing in-

service training, developing courses, cooperating on teacher certifi-

cation or student teaching, helping develop project structure,
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recruiting students, and serving as a site for observation. (Note the

preponderance of responses pertaining to ways the public schools or

"public school people" cooperated with the project.) Other ways in

which groups outside the university worked with TTT projects included

making available research findings, co-sponsoring activities, provid-

ing an opportunity for TTT students to visit and work with them,

serving as discussants in workshops, helping develop materials, giving

feedback on project activities, and providing support.

When asked whether any of these cooperative working arrangements

had resulted in policy changes in their home institutions, project

directors were able to identify a few, but not many. Many did express

the belief, however, that such policy changes were going to be made

in the near future as a result of TTT influence. Among the policy

changes (or at least significant "institutional changes") that project

directors listed were cooperation of the home institution with social

action agencies such as the NAACP, legitimizing of joint appointments

in public schools and the university, creation of a full-time liaison

with the community, giving academic rank and tenure to a project

director without a doctorate, alteration in doctoral program and

undergraduate course requirements, education professors teaching in

liberal arts classes, reassessment of admissions requirements, and the

opportunity for university staff members to work part-time in the

Model Cities Program.

The project directors were asked to estimate the extent to which

new working relationships among TTT projects and groups inside and
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outside the university had changed the non-educator's involvement in

the training of teachers. Fifteen percent of the project directors

felt the involvement was "substantial." Forty percent responded

"quite a bit." Thirty-three percent indicated "somewhat." Six per-

cent responded "a little" and an additional six percent responded

"not at all." Especially considering the short length of time TTT

projects have been in operation, these ratings appear to be very

encouraging. A similar estimate by site visitors of progress made

toward involving groups other than educators in TTT activities (and

thus in teacher training) was even larger than that just made by

directors themselves. All in all, TTT progress in this area seems

very adequate at this point in time.

Curriculum

For the purpose of the telephone interview, "curriculum" was

defined as "any program which has as its purpose the instruction or

service of a clientele." Eighty-eight percent of the project directors

indicated the existence of a curricular aspect to their most successful

component. When directors with curricular aspects were asked to dis-

tinguish between "degree" and "non-degree" curricular experience,

approximately 20 percent of the directors interviewed said that there

were "only degree" experiences associated with their most successful

components; 30 percent said there were only "non-degree" curricular

experiences; and 38 percent said there were "both" degree and non-

degree curricular experiences associated with these components.
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When those project directors who indicated that there were "degree"

curricular experiences associated with their most successful components

(including those who responded "both") were asked whether any of these

experiences were "new" to their home institutions, they all replied in

the affirmative. The most frequently mentioned types of new curricular

experiences identified by these project directors were field experiences

for graduate students, seminars at the masters and doctoral level,

individualized instruction for master level participants, methods

courses "in the field" for undergraduates, dissertation research that

was "field" or problem-oriented, the elimination of courses, community

experiences for masters and doctoral level students, seminars on the

problems of the educationally disadvantaged at the doctoral level, and

communication courses for doctoral students. An overwhelming majority

of these new curricular experiences involve "field" experiences for

graduate students. These data seem to support the conclusion that the

TTT Program is focusing its attention on increasing the sensitivity of

at least TT level students to community and school problems by giving

them first hand experience with these problems.

Responses to other questions on these "new" curricular experiences

reveal that they are attended almost entirely by TTT students (fellows)

and are in fact geared to the special interests and backgrounds of this

group. Several directors indicated that curricular experiences had

been added, dropped, or re-ordered according to the interests and

abilities of students. Generally speaking, the participant interests

most influential on the content of these new curricular experiences
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have been those associated with student concern about inner-city educa-

tion, the dynamics of change in the schools, and better models for the

training of teachers. Many project directors expressed desire either

to open these new curricular experiences to regular students attending

their home institutions, or, by setting a good example, to influence

their home institutions to offer similar experiences to these students.

About 80 percent of the leadership for the new curricular experiences

has been provided by TTT project staff and 20 percent by regular insti-

tution staff.

Approximately 65 percent of directors who indicated that "degree"

curricular experiences were provided in connection with their most

successful components said that some of these represented "revisions"

of prior curricular experiences offered at their home institutions

(as opposed to being entirely "new" experiences). In most cases,

"revisions" had involved both content changes and alterations in methods.

As was true of the "new" curricular experiences, "revised" curricula

were tailored to the interests and backgrounds of TTT students, and

in much the same ways.

About one-third of the new and revised "degree" experiences

required some sort of policy change in the institution in which they

were offered. Among policy changes were revisions in entrance require-

ments for advanced degrees, joint offerings of courses by several

departments, creation of a new degree (Doctor of Arts in Teaching),

revisions in topics available for dissertations, partial restructuring

of the School of Education, and in one case, redesigning the total

educational program (elimination of grades, courses, and credits).
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About 80 percent of the time, persons associated with two or more

of the parity groups in TTT played a major role in the design of new

or revised curricular offerings. In fact, project directors indicated

that representatives from each of the four major parity groups

contributed about equally to this task, although public school people

contributed slightly more than any other group. Only three directors

indicated that students played a significant role in designing new

and revised curricular experiences.

Turning now to curricular experiences, new or revised, associated

with successful components that are "non-degree" in nature, project

directors described these experiences as usually taking the form of

seminars, observation and involvement in schools, summer or intercession

institutes, action team committee work, in-service instruction, and

workshops in the community. The focus of these curricular experiences

tended to be community and school problems, and the means for under-

standing and dealing with them was direct student contact with people

immediately involved with these problems (i.e., school and community

people). The type of participants most project directors mentioned

as taking part in these "non-degree" curricular experiences were

education faculty, liberal arts faculty, graduate students in educa-

tion, teachers, schocl administrators, community representatives, and

student teachers. Generally speaking, these participants were people

who were established and secure in particular professional roles and

were motivated to do something to make their work more socially rele-

vant and educationally effective. Many directors expressed concern
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that people who would benefit most from these kinds of experiences did

not participate because they would receive no formal academic credit

for their effort. It would not be surprising to find out that these

"non-degree" experiences offered by TTT projects were among the most

successful for the simple reason that they have attracted only people

who are genuinely concerned about the problems they address.

When asked what unique characteristics, if any, were possessed

by the people providing leadership for these non-degree experiences,

project directors most often mentioned that they were school and commu-

nity leaders, top specialists in their field in the country, "part of

the system that has the power to make changes," creative, exceptionally

able to coordinate groups, and knowledgeable about the community and

community problems. As a rule, fewer of the leaders of non-degree

programs came from colleges of education and liberal arts than was true

of the leaders of degree experiences.

The final section on curriculum in the phone interview dealt with

"curricular products" (associated with successful project components)

created for consumption by schools for the training of teachers.

Approximately 60 percent of the directors interviewed said that such

curricular products had been produced. In descending order of fre-

quency mentioned, the curricular products identified were video tapes

for teachers and for in-service training, syllabi for "a method of

training teachers of teachers," packages of games and simulation

activities, written descriptions of methods or materials, elementary

science units for inner-city children, and "publication" generally.
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Other curricular products identified included curriculum materials for

high school students, experimental materials in math, English and

reading for inner-city children, reports on internship programs, story

books for Indians, a humanities program including art, music, and

social studies, exchange programs between pilot and regular schools,

micro-labs, and others.

Communication Patterns

When asked whether communications with separate parity groups

(including students) had increased since the inception of TTT at their

home institutions, the vast majority of project directors indicated

that communications had increased with all parity groups during this

period of time. Responses of project directors show that communica-

tions increased most with public school people, then community, liberal

arts, students and teacher education people, reEPectively. It should

have been expected that communications with teacher education, students,

and liberal arts people would increase relatively less than communica-

tion with school and community people since traditional programs of

teacher education have been centered in colleges and universities.

One would have thought, however, that there would have been a greater

increase in communication with community people than with public

school people. It is difficult to know whether the data can best be

explained as a function of problems encountered in trying to establish

communication with community people or as an indication that less

interaction with public school people occurred prior to TTT than was
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realized. At any rate, the data are encouraging in showing that commu-

nications have increased significantly with two groups not usually

represented in teacher education programs.

Project directors indicated that most of the communication between

project staff members and the parity group with which they communicated

most frequently (usually public school or community people) was "face-

to-face" communication, and that telephone communication was more

frequent than written communication. They also generally indicated

that the other group initiated the communication as often as did

project staff members.

As for the substance of the communication between project people

and this group (again, usually school and community people), by far

most often mentioned was discussion about planning and executing the

program. Other topics offered frequently included: following up on

activities, problems encountered in carrying out the program, policy,

placement of graduates, conduct of seminars, and recruitment of parti-

cipants. Among topics mentioned at least once were exploring ways to

extend opportunities to community people, probing ways to involve

parents in schools, seeking to discover which social issues are most

important in schools, and administrative procedures. All of this

communication is of a effort that lends credability to the conclusion

that school and community groups are playing an increasing role in

teacher training programs sponsored by TTT.
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Least Successful Components

The report up to this point has presented a detailed analysis

of "successful" components. This section examines briefly "least

successful" components associated with TTT projects in order to

identify typical problems faced in TTT projects as well as to seek

suggestions for dealing with these problems. The discussion which

follows is thus divided into two parts: problems encountered and

ideas for problem solutions.

Problems Encountered

A very wide range of problems were identified by project direc-

tors, but few problems common to many projects emerged from the data.

In fact, the most frequently any one problem was mentioned was four

times, and this difficulty was the very general one of directors

having inaccurate expectations concerning the role various groups

could play in their programs. Other problems mentioned more than

once included the inflexibility of LAS and Education faculties (3

times), feelings of inferiority among school people (particularly

teachers) relative to university faculty and administrators (2),

rigidity of teachers (2), lack of cooperation between two or more

parity groups (2), difficulty in maintaining communication between

all of the groups working in the project (2), difficulty in

involving LAS effectively (2), and personnel problems (2).

Difficulty in involving the community in teacher education

(mentioned once) was also suggested by project directors. Comments
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of several other project directors included lack of interest by the

"Anglo" community, unclear conception of community, and difficulty

(lack of know-how) in recruiting community representatives.

Directors frequently menti ed problems stemming from new programs

with non-traditional role expec ions for staff and participants.ik

Included among these were inadequate time to plan participant involve-

ment, poor rapport between lab staff and experienced teachers, anxiety

produced by internal reform of the university, weak advisor-advisee

relationships, inability to involve all participants, instructors could

not work in teams, steering committee gets tied up on petty problems,

difficulty in planning a program while allowing participants sufficient

autonomy, and demands on teachers were too great.

Among the most important of other problems mentioned were lack

of program visibility in university, school system, and community,

change in OE guidelines, slowness in changing from theory to practice,

lack of support system for change agents in schools, lack of coopera-

tion from school administrators, unwillingness of schools to make

commitments (to programs like TTT) because the instability of the

current social-educational scene makes them unsure where they stand,

bureaucracy of civil service, and difficulty in involving undergrad-

uates. To repeat, many problems were identified; few were common to

many projects.

Ideas for Problem Solutions

The most frequently mentioned suggestions for the solution of

different problems--as might be expected--were more time and experi-

ence with the problems in question and more money with which to deal
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with them. Time and experience were considered a more important

factor than money.

The two project directors who expressed concern over inadequate

communication among groups participating in the project planned to

publish a periodic newsletter to improve such communication. Direc-

tors who had difficulty involving LAS representatives and other

participants effectively during the first year of operations believed

that such involvement could have been increased significantly had a

greater effort been made earlier to stimulate such involvement.

A number of the suggestions concerned staffing: reduce

personnel changes, increase university professors' experience in the

schools, recruitment of people with more experience with urban schools,

and perform a better search for personnel.

Two directors recommended alterations ii. USOE procedures:

national guidelines should not be changed in mid-program, and USOE

should define community specifically and suggest ways of contacting

community people, but, on the latter point anothc.1 director said,

"We need to distinguish communities rather than to attempt to work

with the community."

Among the solutions offered by project directors were many

which apply to multiple problems: more effort at foresight (planning,

anticipation) rather than hindsight, more public relations, redistri-

bute priorities, cool down campus unrest, reduce the dissimilarity

amng project components, improve the structure of the governing

board, encourage more candid discussion of role problems within the
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project, expand into Mexican-American schools, spend less time in

training and more on organization, implement desegregation, cut down

scope of program in proportion to cuts in funds, reduce number of

university departments with which project works, pay undergraduates

to participate in program seminars, pay teacher substitutes when

teachers leave schools to participate in TTT function, and use

present fellows to plan program for future fellows (i.e., increase

student participation). In addition to indicating how problems

they identified might be solved in the future, project directors

often suggested how these problems originated and how they could be

avoided by others.

When asked what priority the component encountering the most

problems had at the beginning of this past year's activity (high,

medium, low), almost one-half the project directors replied "high,"

one-quarter replied "medium," and one-quarter replied "low." Half

of these directors indicated that these components had a different

priority now, the vast majority indicating an increase in priority.

Hence, one could safely assume that project directors recognize where

problems lie and are increasing the amount of time, attention, and

in some cases money that they are devoting to the solution of

these problems.

General Assessment of Program

At the end of the telephone interview, project directors were

given an opportunity to comment on any aspects of the National TTT
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Program about which they had strong feelings, positive or negative.

They were assured that their responses would be completely anonymous

so that their comments could be a true expression of their attitudes,

beliefs, and judgments.

By far the most frequently mentioned area of concern was the

annual funding pattern of the TTT Program. A majority of the direc-

tors believed that long-term (at least three-year) funding is

essential for recruiting degree candidates and a staff (especially

teaching faculty). The annual funding pattern was mentioned again

and again as a major obstacle to effective program planning and

operation. Having to interrupt normal activities to write annual

proposals seems to have broken continuity of effort more than any

other single factor. Hence, long-range funding should be the first

priority item on national program administrators' list of changes

requested by project directors and their staffs.

The second most frequently mentioned suggestion for improving

the program concerned the creation of a central TTT idea clearing-

house. The frequency of this request seems to f_ndicate that the

TTT clusters have not been as effective as was hpped at disseminating

ideas among participating projects, although the regional geographic

structure of the clusters may be a significant factor behind this

area of dissatisfaction." Several directors believe that useful

10Four directors explicitly referred to the clusters as "useless."
Three others felt that the goals of the clusters should be clarified,
especially as they relate to the goals of LTI-TTT.
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ideas could be obtained from TTT projects outside of their cluster,

especially from those projects with aims and objectives closely

resembling their own. A central clearinghouse appears to be most

useful for the purpose of disseminating ideas among projects with

similar thrusts located in different parts of the country.

Several project directors expressed dissatisfaction about the

mid-year change in parity guidelines. A typical comment of this

sort was that "excellent original guidelines have slipped by the

wayside and have been replaced by guidelines based on current whims

or perceived emergencies." Many directors opposed the concept of

concentrating yearly efforts on particular parity groups--last year

"the year of the community," next year "the year of liberal arts."

General assessment was expressed that parity means different things

in different projects and that decisions concerning allocation of

efforts during any one period of time should be made by local proj-

ects after assessment of the local and national social-educational

situation. Many directors did believe, however, that an attempt to

define the concept of "parity participation" more clearly (perhaps

by LTI-TTT) would be useful at this point in the program's history.

Directors expressed contradictory opinions on LTI-TTT. About

an equal number believed LTI needed more power in order to play a

more active role in TTT as believed USOE should "lead" rather than

LTI-TTT. Comments were fairly widespread that LTI-TTT had not

performed as active and useful a role as it could have in the Program.
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A variety of other ideas and suggestions were mentioned more

than once by project directors: every TTT project should have more

freedom to design itself; the concept of four parity groups is simplis-

tic; site visit was not sufficient to see the program; USOE does not

communicate enough with projects; USOE should reveal criteria for

decision-making (e.g., refunding); USOE should spotlight a few highly

effective programs to gain funds to expend; funding should come on

time; August proposals should be eliminated (or deferred); and

projects need help with evaluation. Three positive comments mentioned

two or more times were that the parity procedure is useful in changing

teacher behavior, the TTT program is a "fantastic vehicle for creative

people," and that TTT has had a good impact on university professors.

Because the evaluators believe the project directors' general

assessment of the program and their suggestions for its improvement

are important, the total list of once-mentioned responses is

included here. These responses were as follows: TTT meetings give

some unrealistic expectations of roles which cannot be filled

because universities usually retain control; viewing LAS as unitary

is inappropriate; the TTT empire has created so many entities that

the machine may get out of control; TTT objectives should have been

better defined before the program was implemented; lack of definition

by TTT made budget planning difficult; students rate full parity

involvement; USOE should not arbitrarily reduce funding; more national

publicity might encourage more local support; HEW is last in the push

for "( amatic progress"; must include minority groups in top-level
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positions for planning and program continuity; need ways to assess

projects' effectiveness (more achievement measures than just forma]

structure measures); programs tend to be too ambitious; TTT Program

is mis-managed; USOE does not involve projects in major decision-

making' lack of coordination and communication among national program

administrators (instability of personnel is a factor); USOE does not

meet deadlines; must change concept of "have meetings to organize

programs"; public school problems are a greater obstacle to progress

than are TTT organizational problems; USOE should fund more programs

concentrating on the TTT level; community component is still entirely

inadequate at most places; program should be restructured after NSF

model; LTI-TTT should play a more actii-e lobby role; hope TTT does

not become overly minority-oriented; EPDA programs are not coordinated;

need stipends for minority group people in fifth year program; diffi-

cult to give degree people a teacher's education program in one year;

shculd plan meetings a full year ahead so budgets are not disrupted;

need to keep the door open to new TTT projects; action team formatis

a good training vehicle; USOE should put money where there presently

are no doctoral programs, but where thare is a potential for them;

reed more communication with other teacher education projects; need

a "depth conference of directors" without a hassle from other groups;

USOE should reverse trend in funding--give little initially and then

expand; projects should be put in a neutral agency (not the university)

to make parity work; USOE has bad public relations; TTT should pay

more attention to the role of professional associations; need to train

5'7
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clerks for projects; need more flexible evaluation instruments; hope

program does not become degree granting (participants are more likely

to be dedicated when they are not working toward degrees); once USOE

accepts a proposal, they should not require changes in a project;

and although there is a lack of national guidelines this is good),

LTI thinks there is a "right way."

In closing this section on the general assessment of the Program

by project directors, it should be emphasized that although most

directors had concrete suggestions for improving the Program, almost

all were very satisfied with the responsiveness of National Program

administrators to suggestions for change and were optimistic that the

Program would be able to improve its effectiveness in the future. In

addition to the positive comments about the Program mentioned earlier

in this section were others such as "USOE is making a valiant effort";

'the program has tremendous potential"; "the TTT Washington office is

very helpful, understanding, and supportive"; and, "community Involve-

ment is good." Several directors agreed that "TTT's strength is that

it encourages a developmental approach and does not rely on a fixed,

uniform model."
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1969-70 TTT PROJECT DIRECTOR PHONE INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
Trainers of Teacher Trainers Evaluation

Center for Instructional Research and Curriculum Evaluation
270 Education Building,, University of Illinois

Urbana, Illinois 61801

Respondent's Name

Project

Project Address

Respondent's Number

Interviewer's Name Interview Date

A. Pre-Interview Correspondence

Date(s) appointment letter sent:

Date appointment card returned:

Date confirmation card sent:

Day and time of confirmed inter-
view:

Date of confirmed interview:

Telephone number:

B. To be Completed by Interviewer

Interview starting time:

Interview ending time:

Minutes to complete:

Schedule edited:

Date thanks sent:

Date schedule filed:

C. To be Completed by Coder

Date(s) coded:

Coding completed:

D. Interviewer's Messages to Staff
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TTT PROJECT DIRECTOR PHONE INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

Note to Interviewer: Use this schedule to record the responses of
the interviewer. Record responses as close to verbatim as possible.
Immediately afterwards edit the recorded responses and make sure all ques-
tions with precoded response categories are completed.

Alter the introductory and concluding remarks, if you like, to suite
your own style of speech. Feel free also to use whatever transitional
remarks you want in order to keep the interview going smoothly (e.g., "Very
interesting . . ." "I see . . ." "Could you elaborate further . . . "

"And now, I'd like to turn to the questions about the . . ."). But ask the
questions exactly as they are written, and, except where the conversation
leads naturally to a question out of sequence, ask them in the order they
are written to assure comparability of the interviews.

Interview: Hello (interviewee's name). This is (your name) at CIRCE,
the Center for Instructional Research and Curriculum Evaluation at the
University of Illinois. I appreciate this opportunity to hear your observa-
tions about your project and certain aspects of the National TTT Program.
I hope our letter to you adequately explained the reasons for this interview;
but if you have any questions, I will try to answer them before I continue.
(Answer any questions -- hopefully briefly.)

Very well, let me indicate that the responses you provide will be used
in summary form only, for the purpose of describing the total TTT program
to the program administrators. In no way will your remarks be attributed
to you personally or to the project you direct. We recognize that some of
the questions we are asking may have been asked in other contexts or that
answers to some questions may be available in existing documents. But to
be sure we have a complete and up-to-date description of your project, we
feel it is necessary that certain questions be asked at this time, even if
asking them may seem redundant.

Let's begin, then, by talking about your professional background and
experience as the Director of a Triyle-T project.

1. BIOGRAPHICAL BACKGROUND

1.1 Am I correct in assuming that you have a doctor's degree?

Yes . . . . l( ) (Go to Q. 1.3)
No . . . . 2( ) (Go to Q. 1.2)

1.2 (If no) What is your highest earned degree?

Bachelor's . . . l( )

Master's . . . . 2( ) [Go to Q. 1.4]
Other 3( )

(specify)
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1.3 (If yes) Is it a doctorate in education or some other field,
or what?

Ph D l( )
Ed D 2( )
Other 3( )

(specify)

1.4 What was your major field of study?

1.5 From what institution did you receive this degree?

(institution) (city) (state)

1.6 And in what year?

1.7 Can you tell me the month and year you officially became director
of your project?

(month) (year)

1.8 With reference to project funding, when did you assume the project
directorship before, at the same time, or after the project was
funded?

Assumed leadership for obtaining TTT
project funds prior to initial fund-
ing of project, and have served as
director since l( ) (Go to Q. 1.11)

Became director the same time the
project was initially funded, but
had no prior affiliation 2( ) (Go to Q. 1.11)

Became director after project's
initial funding and after it had
been operational 3( ) (Go to Q. 1.9)

1.9 (If director assumed duties after project was in operation)
Who immediately preceded you as director? (If position was
never fitted, indicate so.)

Name [Mr., Mrs., Miss]

(Last) (first)

En
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1.10 Why did the previous director leave the position?

1.11 Does someone presently co-direct the project with you?

Yes . . . . 1( ) (Go to Q. 1.12)
No . . . . 2( ) (Go to Q. 1.13)

1.12 (if yes) Who is it?

Name [Mr., Mrs., Miss]
(last) (first)

1.13 In what place (institution or agency) is your project primarily
administered?

University 1( ) (Go to Q. 1.14)
College 2( ) (Go to Q. 1.15)
State Education Department 3( )

Public School System 4( ) [Go to Q. 1.16]
Other 5( )

(specify)

1.14 (1-.1 university) Within what college (or school) is it
administered?

Graduate College 1( )
LAS College 2( )
Education College 3( ) [Go to Q. 1.15]

Other . . 4( )

(specify)

1.15 (if university or college) In what department or departments?

1.16 How long have you been at (indicate institu-
tion)?

Less than 1 year 1( )

1 - 2 years 2( )

3 5 years 3( )
6 - 10 years 4( )

More than 10 years 5( )
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1.17 Aside from having the title of Director of this project, do you
have any other title which might tell me something about the
rank or stLcus you have at (indicate place),
and if so, what is it?

1.18 How long have you had this title?

Less than 1 year 1( )

1 - 2 years 2( )

3 - 5 years 3( )

More than 5 years 4( )

1.19 If your project had not been refunded for 1970-71, would
(indicate institution) have continued your contract?

Yes . . . 1( ) No . . . . 2( ) Don't Know . . . 3( )

2. DESCRIPTIONS AND GOALS OF PROJECT COMPONENTS

Now I'm going to shift the focus of this interview from your back-
ground to the major components or areas of your project. We will want
to list the major components of your project, and then discuss that
component which has been most successful, and, afterwards, that compon-
ent which has been least successful.

When we talk about "major components", we mean those salient
features or basic elements around which your project is organized.
These features may involve subject-matter, methods, or clients. They
serve as a means of communicating to others what your project is about.
(Discuss further with the respondent what you mean by a component until
the interviewee under stands what a component is.)

2.1 Have we reached the point where you could list the major compon-
ents of your project for this past academic year? If so, let's
list them, beginning with the most important or major component.

a.

b.

,4



2.1 (Continued)

c.

d.

e.

5

2.2 Which of the components we just listed would you regard as the
most successful? (Indicate Zetter)

2.3 Which would you regard as least successful? (Indicate Zetter)

2.4 Let's start with the most successful component, which is
(name of component), and talk about the objectives,

inputs, activities, and outcomes associated with it. In general,
would you consider this project component a planning, a pilot, or
an operational activity?

Planning l( )

Pilot 2( )
Operational 3( )

Other . . 4( )

(specify)

2.5 Are there participants (students or learners) associated with this
most successful component?

Yes l( ) (Go to Q. 2.6) (Make note of response
No 2( ) (Go to Q. 2.8) for Q. 3.8, page 10.)

2.6 What is the level of education of participants in the
(name of component)? That is, are they

rimaril high school, paraprofessional, . . . postdoctoral
eve participants? (Interviewer read the response categories
to complete the question.)

High School l( )
Paraprofessional 2( )

Preservice/undergraduate 3( )
Inservice/postgraduate 4( )

Masters 5( )

Doctoral 6( )
Postdoctoral 7( )
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2.7 (If at least in-service, that is, in-service, masters,
doctoral, postdoctoral) What is the typical background of
your participants? Are they administrators or teachers,
blacks or whites, young or middle aged, etc.?

2.8 Of the following groups: teachers, teacher trainers, trainers of
teacher trainers, which group benefits most directly from the
activities of this project component? (Select one)

Teachers (pre- or in-service) . . . l( )

Teacher Trainers 2( )

Trainers of Teacher Trainers . . 3( )

2.9 Who benefits indirectly from its activities? (Check aZZ that apply)

School Children l( )

Teachers 2( )

Teacher Trainers 3( )
Trainers of Teacher Trainers . 4( )

Other 5( )

(specify)

2.10 With what level of training is this project component
primarily concerned?

Pre-school l( )

Elementary 2( )

Secondary 3( )

Junior/Community College 4( )
College 5( )

University 6( )

2.11 Is there any target population toward which the activities or
products of this component are directed? For example, does it
focus on rural or inner-city youth, the disadvantaged, etc.? If

so, please indicate the group or groups.



2.12 To your knowledge, was this most successful component intended
in the proposal which was approved for 196970 by USOE, to be of
major importance?

Yes 1( ) (Go to Q. 2.14)
No 2( ) (Go to Q. 2.13)

2.13 (If no) Can you explain how this came to be a major compon-
ent in your project?

2.14 Do you plan to include this component in your 1970-71 project
activity?

Yes 1( ) (Go to Q. 2.15) (Note response for
No 2( ) (Go to Q. 2.17) Q. 3.17, page 12.)

2.15 (If yes) Generally speaking, will this component receive
greater emphasis, about the same emphasis, or less
emphasis in next year's (1970-71) plans compared with this
year's (1969-70)?

Greater emphasis 1( ) (Go to Q. 2.16)
Same emphasis 2( ) (Go to Q. 2.18)

Less emphasis 3( ) (Go to Q. 2.16)

2.16 (If greater or less emphasis) Why?

Go to Q. 2.18.

Ei 7
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2.17 (If no) Please explain why you are not planning to include
this component in next year's activities?

2.18 As you think of your present work in (name of
component), basically what is it that you are trying to accomplish,
or what is the major purpose of this specific component, quite
aside from what the total project purposes might be. (Statements
of purpose often reflect a change in some condition, behavior,
performance or activity over a period of time. They serve as
guidelines to achievement (output). They define the parameters
of activities relevant to the project and establish priorities
among the possible activities which could be undertaken.)

2.19 Has the purpose of this component changed in any way since it
first became included in your project?

It's substantially the same . . . . l( ) (Go to Q. 2.21)
It's somewhat different 2( )
It's greatly different 3( ) [Go to Q. 2.20]

2.20 (If not substantially the same) Please indicate how it is
different.
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2.21 Although you regard (name of component) as the
most successful component of your project, as you reflect
upon this past year, how fully do you think the present
purpose of it has been achieved? Would you say it has been:

Fully achieved 1( )

Substantially achieved. . . 2( )
Somewhat achieved 3( )

Hardly achieved 4( )

Not at all achieved 5( )

3. INPUTS OF MOST SUCCESSFUL PROJECT COMPONENT

The extent to which the stated purpose of a project component is
achieved is dependent in large part upon the adequacy of resources avail-
able. These resources may be human, financial, or physical.

3.1 With respect to the central-administrative staff who are most
responsible for (name of component), how
adequate have they been in facilitating the desired purpose of
this component? (Central staff is viewed mainly as the adminis-
trators of this component. It may consist of as few as one person
or as many as three or four.) Would you say they have been:

Very adequate 1( )

Quite adequate 2( )

Somewhat adequate 3( )

Barely adequate 4( )

Not at all adequate . . . . 5( )

3.2 What talents in addition to those which members of your central
staff possess would have enabled your project to achieve more
fully the stated purpose of this component?

3.3 What major factors prevented the acquisition or full utilization
of those desired talents? (Probe: Were there planning considera-
tions, time considerations, financial considerations?)
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3.4 Is there, in addition to the central-administrc.tive staff, an
instructional or service staff connected with this component?

Yes . . . . l( ) (Go to Q. 3.5)

No . . . . 2( ) (Go to Q. 3.8)

3.5 (If yes) In general, how adequate has this staff been in
contributing to the achievement of the desired purpose of
this component? Would you say it has been:

Very adequate l( )

Quite adequate 2( )

Somewhat adequate 3( )

Barely adequate 4( )

Not at all adequate 5( )

3.6 What additional talents of this staff would have helped
to achieve more fully the stated purpose of this component?

3.7 What major factors detracted from acquiring or fully utiliz-
ing these desired talents? (Probe: Were there planning
considerations, time considerations, financial considerations?)

3.8 (If in Q. 2.5, page 5 of this schedule, the respondent answered
no, proceed with Q. 3.11. If the respondent answered yes, proceed
with: Earlier you indicated that there were participants involved
with this component. To what extent have the participants been of
the desired caliber and background to allow you to achieve the
stated purpose of this component? (Read categories.)

Very much so l( )

For the most part 2( )

Partially so 3( )

Not at all 4( )
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3.9 What additional characteristics of the participants would have
been most desired to achieve the purpose of this component?

3.10 What major factors detracted from acquiring or fully utilizing
the desired participant characteristics and talents? (Probe:

Were recruitment, selection, finances, etc., factors?)

3.11 Of the major parity groups (that is, community, education, liberal
arts and sciences, and schools) how would you rank their actual
relative contribution to achieving the purpose of this component?
Which group has contributed the most? Which next? Thirdly? The
least? (Assign a "10" to the group which contributed most and
"40" to the least. Average out tie rankings.)

Community . . .

Education . . .

L.A.S. . . . .

Schools . . . .

Actual Rank

3.12 What was their intended ranking with respect to achieving the
purpose of this component? (Assign ranks as in Q. 3.11.)

Intended Rank

Community
Education
L.A.S.
Schools

3.13 (If actual and intended rankings are different) What
reasons are there for this difference between the actual
and intended? (Probe: Have the intents changed? Were

the intended contributions not realized as was expected?)
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3.14 Quite aside from whether the actual and the intended contributions

of these parity groups were the same or not;TWFWT-57ve been the

major contributions of the group that contributed the most to

achieving the purpose of this component? That is, the

(name of group with an actual rank of"10") group?

3.15 With respect to the parity group that actually contributed the
least to your achieving the purpose of this component, was it your
intent that it should make a contribution? (If tied with another

group, talk only about one. Circle response category in Q. 3.11

to indicate which one was talked about. Respondent should remember
that reference is being made to this past year's intent.)

Yes . . . . 1( ) (Go to Q. 3.16)
No . . . . 2( ) (Go to Q. 3.17)

3.16 (If yes) What factors prevented it from contributing more?

Go to Q. 3.18.

3.17 (If no, but component is intended in 1970-71 activities;
see Q. 2.14, p. 7; otherwise skip to 3.28.) What are

you doing to increase the likelihood that this parity
group will make a greater contribution to achieving next
year's purpose of this component?
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3.18 Let's shift from the human resources associated with this component
to its financial resources. For this past fiscal year, were you
funded at least at the same level as requested in your original
budget proposal?

Yes . . . . l( ) (Go to Q. 3.22)
No . . . . 2( ) (Go to Q. 3.19)

3.19 (If no) Was it a severe cut requiring a large adjustment, a
moderate cut requiring moderate adjustment, or a small cut
requiring little adjustment in your proposed total project
activities?

Severe cut l( )
Moderate cut 2( )

Small cut 3( )

3.20 To what extent did this budget cut affect the proposed
activities of the component that we have been talking
about? Did it affect it greatly, somewhat, or not at all?

Greatly l( )

Somewhat 2( )
[Go to Q. 3.21]

Not at all 3( ) (Go to Q. 3.22)

3.21 (If greatly or somewhat) Please indicate the adjustments
that had to be made with this component. (Probe: Did
you have to cut back on personnel, student fellowships, etc. ?)

3.22 Quite aside from the amount of funding received, a project can be
affected by the timing of the funding. In general, would you say
that the funding of your project was earlier than expected, when
expected, or later than expected? (If present director was not in
charge at time when question applies, have him estimate.)

Earlier than expected l( ) (Go to Q. 3.23)
When expected 2( ) (Go to Q. 3.24)
Later than expected 3( ) (Go to Q. 3.23)

3.23 (If not when expected) What problems, if any, did this create
for the project component we have been talking about? (Probe:
Was it too late to get personnel commitments? Were there
organizational problems which resulted because funding was
not when expected?)
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3.24 With most federally supported programs such as TTT, the government
requires that there be some minimum cost sharing by the institution
receiving the grant. Is there such a requirement with regard to
your project?

Yes . . . . 1( ) (Go to Q. 3.25)
No . . . . 2( ) (Go to Q. 3.29)

3.25 (If yes) What percent of the total budget is supposed to be
provided by your home institution?

3.26 What percent of the total budget is actually provided by
your institution? Give your best estimate.

(Interviewer subtracts % given for Q. 3.26 from %
given for Q. 3.25 and records difference in space
provided in Q. 3.27.)

3.27 Then this means your home institution actually provides
(indicate "greater" or "Zess") than

the amount specified by the government as the institution's
responsibility?

Yes . . . . l( )
No . . . . 2( )

3.28 (If greater than) What aspects of the project are
supported beyond the minimum requirement by local
funds? (Check aZZ that apply.)

Communications l( )
Employee benefits 2( )
Personnel salaries 3( )
Travel 4( )
Supplies and materials . . . 5( )
Services 6( )
Other 7( )

(specify)

3.29 Are there any sources of support for your project other than the
federal government and your home institution?

Yes . . l( ) (Go to Q. 3.30)
No . . . 2( ) (Go to Q. 4.)
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3.30 (If yes) Identify these sources of support and the percent
of the total project support provided by this (these)
source(s).

Percent
Source Support

4. ACTIVITIES AND OUTCOMES OF MOST SUCCESSFUL PROJECT COMPONENT

Let's now shift our attention from the inputs to the outcomes of
this (name of component).

4.1 Earlier you indicated that the purpose of this component was
(indicate purpose from Q. 2.18,

page 8). To the best of your knowledge, did any programs with
a similar purpose or focus exist at your institution prior to the
funding of your TTT project?

Yes . . . . 1( ) (Go to Q. 4.2)
No . . . . 2( ) (Go to Q. 4.3)

4.2 (If yes) Briefly describe any differences in the purpose
of the present TTT project component with that of a previous
program.

4.3 Besides differences in purposes that may or may not exist among
programs one can speak about various other aspects of a project
or a project component such as its organizational structure, com-
munication patterns, staff/participant personnel, curricula, and
cooperative arrangements with other units.

As a beginning place, let's talk about organizational dimensions.
Does your project have an advisory committee or something similar?

Yes . . . . 1( ) (Go to Q. 4.4)

No . . . . 2( ) (Go to Q. 4.12)
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4.4 (if yes) Describe the composition (i.e., what groups or
professions) of this committee.

4.5 Is the composition of the members of this committee what
one would typically expect at (indicate
place of project)?

Yes . . . . 1( ) (Go to Q. 4.7)
No . . . . 2( ) (Go to Q. 4.6)

4.6 (If no) How does the composition of the committee
membership differ from that which typically exists
at your home institution?

4.7 What is the advisory committee's primary function?

4.8 Does thit advisory committee affect the activities of
(name of component) that we have been

talking about?

Yes . . . . 1( ) (Go to Q. 4.9)
No . . . . 2( ) (Go to Q. 4.10)
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4.9 (if yes) How does this group affect the activities
of the component? For example, does it contribute
to action?

4.10 Did setting up the advisory committee result in any policy
change in your institution?

Yes . . . . 1( ) (Go to Q. 4.11)
No . . . . 2( ) (Go to Q. 4.12)

4.11 (If yes) Briefly indicate the change.

4.12 Let's now consider decision making in (name of
component). Is theTEFFEn making process of this component
shared by groups or individuals other than the administrators of
the component?

Yes . . . . 1( ) (Go to Q. 4.13)
No . . . . 2( ) (Go to Q. 4.17)

4.13 (If yes) Who shares in the decision making?

4.14 Is such sharing a typical practice or does it represent a
change in practice of your institution?

Typical practice l( )
Change in practice 2( )
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4.15 Did this practice of sharing in decision making require a
change in institutional policy?

Yes . . . . 1( ) (Go to Q. 4.16)

No . . . . 2( ) (Go to Q. 4.17)

4.16 (If yes) What policy changes took place?

4.17 Now let's talk about those cooperative working arrangements that

exist for carrying out the functions of (name

of component). Has there been an increase in cooperative working
arrangements within (name of unit which is
primarily responsible for administering this component)?

Yes . . . . ) (Go to Q. 4.18)
No . . . . 2( ) (Go to Q. 4.19)

4.18 (If yes) Briefly indicate the increased arrangements.

4.19 (Skip to Q. 4.21 if responsible unit is the only one in the
institution or agency.) Has there been an increase in coopera-
tive working arrangements between the unit primarily responsible
for administering the project component and other units within
your institution or agency?

Yes . . . . ) (Go to Q. 4.20)
No . . . . 2( ) (Go to Q. 4.21)

4.20 (If ;,yes) Specify the major units and for each indicate an
increased arrangement.

a.

b.

Unit Arrangement
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4.21 Are there any institutions., agencies, or groups outside your home
institution with whom cooperative working arrangements have been
increased? For example, the schools, a community agency, etc. If
so, please list them. (After interviewee has Zisted some probe:

Are there any more? If none listed, skip to Q. 4.28.)

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

4.22 Taking them one at a time, beginning with the first one you
listed, what increased working arrangements have been made
with (indicate first outside unit [a] listed).

(If only unit mentioned, skip to Q. 4.28.)

4.23 What arrangements have been increased with
(indicate second outside unit lb] listed).

Zast unit mentioned, skip to Q. 4.28.)

4.24 And with (indicate third outside unit
[c] listed).

(If Zast unit mentioned, skip to Q. 4.28.)

7
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4.25 And what about (indicate fourth outside unit
[d] listed)?

(If Zast unit mentioned, skip to Q. 4.28.)

4.26 What arrangements have been increased with

(indicate fifth outside unit [e] listed).

(If last unit listed, skip to Q. 4.28.)

4.27 And with (indicate sixth outside unit [f]
listed).

4.28 Have any of the above mentioned increased cooperative working
arrangements resulted in a change of policy in your institution?
If so, what has been the nature of the policy change and what
units or agencies have been affected by it?

a.

b.

Policy. Change Unit
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4.29 In broad terms, to what extent would you estimate the increased
cooperative arrangements have changed the units', other, than your
own, involvement in the training of teachers? Do you view this
change as:

Substantial 1( )

Quite a bit 2( )

Somewhat 3( )
A little 4( )

Not at all 5( )

4.30 Now let's shift to some questions about curriculum. Broadly
conceived, curriculum may be defined as any program which has as
its purpose the instruction or service of a clientele. Thinking
of curriculum in this broad sense, are there any new curricular
experiences, degree or non-degree, associated with
(name of component)?

to Q. 4.31)
to Q. 4.45)
to Q. 4.31)

to Q. 4.52)

Only degree 1( ) (Go

Only non-degree . . 2( ) (Go

Both 3( ) (Go

None 4( ) (Go

4.31 only degree or both) Distinguishing between new and
revised curricular experiences, have any new curricular
experiences (e.g., courses, internship programs) been
designed to facilitate the objectives of this component
that can be applied to an advanced degree?

Yes . . . . 1( ) (Go to Q. 4.32)
No . . . . 2( ) (Go to Q. 4.37)

4.32 (If yes) Describe or give the titles of each of these
new curricular experiences and the level of each
(e.g., undergraduate, masters, doctorate).

a.

b.

c.

d.

Title Level
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4.33 Are persons who enroll in these curricular experiences
typically TTT fellows, regular students, or both?

TTT fellows l( )

Regular students 2( )

Both 3( )

4.34 Do these new curricular experiences take into consid-
eration the special interests or background of the
student beyond that which is typical in courses at
your institution?

Yes . . . . l( ) (Go to Q. 4.35)
No . . . . 2( ) (Go to Q. 4.36)

4.35 (If yes) What clientele considerations have been
taken into account?

4.36 Who is primarily responsible for providing the leader-
ship for these new curricular experiences, i.e.,
teaching, coordinating?

TTT Project Staff l( )

Regular Institution Staff . . 2( )

Other . . 3( )

(specify)

4.37 Have any existing curricular experiences which apply
to an advanced degree been revised to accomodate this
component's objectives?

Yes . . . . l( ) (Go to Q. 4.38)
No . . . 2( ) (Go to Q. 4.41)

4.38 (If yes) Have the revisions been basically
content changes or changes in methods, or both?

Content changes . . . l( )

Method changes 2( )

Both 3( )
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4.39 Does the revision take into consideration the special
interests or background of the student beyond that
which is typical in your courses?

Yes . . . . 1( ) (Go to Q. 4.40)
No . . . . 2( ) (Go to Q. 4.41)

4.40 (If yes) What clientele considerations have been
taken into account?

4.41 Did any of the curricular changes (new or revised)
associated with an advanced degree program require
a policy change in your home institution?

Yes . . . . 1( ) (Go to Q. 4.42)

No . . . . 2( ) (Go to Q. 4.43)

4.42 (If yes) Briefly indicate the nature of the
policy change.

4.43 Did any persons associated with the parity groups in
TTT (community, schools, liberal arts and science,
students, education) play a major role in the design
of any of these new or revised offerings?

Yes . . . . 1( ) (Go to Q. 4.44)

No . . . . 2( ) (Go to Q. 4.45)

4.44 (If yes) With what parity groups were these
persons associated?
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4.45 (If only non-degree or both) Consider now those curricular
experiences new or revised, associated with this project
component that are non-degree in nature. Briefly describe
or give the titles of these new or revised non-degree curri-
cular experiences. (Probe: When necessary for type of
experience, e.g., conference, discussion group, rap session,
consultation, mass media, field activity, etc.)

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

4.46 In general, for what major groups are these experiences
intended? (Specify the clientele being served.)

4.47 What unique characteristics, if any, are possessed by those
providing the leadership for these non-degree (informal)

experiences?

4.48 Did any persons associated with the parity groups in TTT
play a major role in the design of any of these non-degree
offerings?

Yes . . . . ) (Go to Q. 4.49)
No . . . . 2( ) (Go to Q. 4.50)
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4.49 (If yes) With what parity groups were these persons
associated?

4.50 In concluding this section on curri...ula, have there been any curri-
cular products for consumption by the schools or for the training
of teachers associated with this component?

Yes . . . . l( ) (Go to Q. 4.51)
No . . . . 2( ) (Go to Q. 4.52)

4.51 (If yes) Briefly describe any such curricular products.

4.52 Switch now to the communications patterns associated with this
project component. Would you say that the communications with
(indicate each of the parity groups other than that represented
by the director) has increased? (Check [V] the group with whom
communications has increased.)

Community l( )

Teacher Education 2( )

Liberal Arts and Sciences . . 3( )

Public Schools 4( )

Students 5( )

4.53 With which group (other than your own) is communication most
frequent?

4.54 Indicate those types of communication most frequently used with
representatives of this group.

Face-to-face . . . l( )
Telephone 2( )

Written 3( )
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4.55 Who usually initiates the communication?

I do I( )

Both they or me 2( )

They do 3( )

4.56 What is the substance of the communication, most generally that is?
(Probe: Policy, planning, operations, or evaluation substance.)

4.57 Earlier brief mention was made about the desirable staff and student
characteristics needed to more fully achieve the purpose of this
component. With regard to staff and faculty, have there been joint
appointments of faculty across traditional department or unit lines?

Yes . . . . 1( ) (Go to Q. 4.58)
No . . . 2( ) (Go to Q. 4.59)

4.58 (If yes) Give a few examples please.

4.59 Have new staff-faculty titles been created as a result of your
efforts in achieving the purpose of this component, e.g., clinical
associate?

Yes . . . 1( ) (Go to Q. 4.60)
No . . . . 2( ) (Go to Q. 5.)

4.60 (If yes) What are some titles?
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5. LEAST SUCCESSFUL PROJECT COMPONENT

At the beginning of this interview you listed the major components
of your project. We have talked in detail about the component you con-
sidered to be most successful. Now I would like to ask only a few
questions abouj that project component that you considered to be least
successful. You indicated earlier that (See Q. 2.3,
page 5 for least successful component) was in your opinion the least
successful component of your project.

5.1 As you look back over this past year's activity associated with
this component and you compare the activity with the expectations
you had, what were some of the major disappointments or problems
encountered? (Please enumerate [a, b, ...] major problem areas.)

5.2 Viewing each of these problems one at a time, what factors may
have prevented these problems from occurring ? Let's start with
the first one you mentioned. (Continue for each of the problems
mentioned in Q. 5.1. Make sure that letters indicating problem
and prevention correspond.)
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5.2 (Continued)

5.3 What priority did this component have at the beginning of this
past year's project activity? That is, did it have a high,
medium, or low priority?

High )

Medium 2( )

Low 3( )

5.4 Does it have a different priority now?

Yes . . . . ) (Go to Q. 5.5)
No . . . . 2( ) (Go to Q. 5.6)

5.5 (If yes) Does it have a higher or lower priority?

Higher )

Lower 2( )

5.6 Are you expecting to continue this project component as part of
next year's (1970-71) project activity?

Yes . . . . 1( )

No . . . . 2( )

6. LTI SITE VISITATION

Now let's spend a little time talking about the LTI site visitation
that occurred last November and December. (If not visited, skip to Q. 7.)
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6.1 What do you feel was the major purpose(s) of this visit? (Probe

as to making a judgment about the project for refunding, to assist
project, to evaluate, to describe project, etc.)

6.2 How much impact did this visit have on your project?

Great impact 1( )

Much impact 2( )

Some impact 3( )
Little impact 4( )

No impact 5( )

6.3 What did your project gain as a result of the visit?

6.4 Have you read the group report made by the visitation team about
your project?

Yes . . . 1( ) (Go to Q. 6.5)
No . 2( ) (Go to Q. 6.9)

6.5 (If yes) Is it an accurate description?

Yes . . . . 1( )

No . . . . 2( )

6.6 Is it fair?

Yes . . . . 1( )

No . . . . 2( )

6.7 Is the information of any use to you?

Yes . . . 1( )

No . . . . 2( )
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6.8 Has it made a difference in what you have been doing?

Yes . . . . 1( )

No . . . . 2( )

6.9 Now that a second site visit has, for the most part been completed,
what advice would you have for the conduct of this visitation?
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7. A FINAL WORD

Finally, if you had two or three comments to convey anonymously to
the administrators of the National TTT Program about any aspect of TTT,
what would you like to let them know. (Record anything they want to
blow their mind about.)

That completes our interview. Let me say that we at CIRCE appreciate your
help. Our evaluation will be the better because of it. Thank you. Goodbye.
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INTERVIEWEE ROSTER
1969-70 TTT Project Director Phone Interview

Interviewee

William J. Brown
Kenneth Cadenhead
D. K. Clear
Moses Davis

William Drummond

Verne Faust
G. W. Ford
Richard B. Ford
Jack Guthrie
A. H. Haas
William Hawley
William Hazard
John Higgins
John Jarolimek
J. B. Jones
A. Guy Larkins
Myron Lieberman
George Manolakes
Fred M. Newmann
Paul A. Olson
D. T. Oviatt

Vito Perrone
Walter T. Petty
Roy A. Price
Donald Robinson
Jesse Rudnick
Joseph Sales
Eugene Slaughter
Gerald R. Smith
Madelon Stent
Elizabeth Titsworth
Vincent I. West
Samuel Wiggins
David E. Willis
Arthur E. Wise
J. Zeb Wright

James A. Yonts

Institution

Wesleyan University
Auburn University
University of Wisconsin
Colorado Commission on
Higher Education

Washington State Dept. of
Public Instruction

University of Miami
San Jose State College
Clark University
University of Pittsburgh
Harvard University
Michigan State University
Northwestern University
University of South Florida
University of Washington
Texas Southern University
Washington University
City University of New York
New York University
University of Wisconsin
University of Nebraska
San Fernando Valley State

College
University of North Dakota
State University of New York
Syracuse University
Southern Illinois University
Temple University
Wayne State University
Southeastern State College
Indiana University
Fordham University
STEP
University of Illinois
Cleveland State University
Portland State University
University of Chicago
West Virginia State

Department of Education
George Peabody College

Location

Hartford, Connecticut
Auburn, Alabama
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Denver, Colorado

Olympia, Washington

Miami, Florida
San Jose, California
Worcester, Massachusetts
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Cambridge, Massachusetts
East Lansing, Michigan
Evanston, Illinois
Tampa, Florida
Seattle, Washington
Houston, Texas
St. Louis, Missouri
New York, New York
New York, New York
Madison, Wisconsin
Lincoln, Nebraska
Northridge, California

Grand Forks, North Dakota
Buffalo, New York
Syracuse, New York
Carbondale, Illinois
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Detroit, Michigan
Durant, Oklahoma
Bloomington, Indiana
New York, New York
San Francisco, California
Urbana, Illinois
Cleveland, Ohio
Portland, Oregon
Chicago, Illinois
Charleston, West Virginia

Nashville, Tennessee


